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WELCOME 

 

Welcome Account Executive! We are beyond excited to partner with you in growing the presence of 

conscious brands in your territory. MIA BELL BRANDS operates an internal sales team and an outside 

sales force. Unlike your average sales representation firm, we have a much more structured and mindful 

approach to sales. When the sales process is done in a thoughtful manner people take notice. We believe 

that smart targeting, thorough retailer pre-qualification, genuine trust and unfaltering retailer support 

builds meaningful and profitable retail partnerships. Drilled down, business is about nurturing strong 

relationships and keeping them. As part of our Account Executive team we are our Represented Brands’ 

arms, ears and eyes into the marketplace.  

 

We are much more than just sales agents too, we are people who genuinely want to see brilliant 

companies THRIVE. And that’s what elevates MIA BELL BRANDS as a leader in this fast growing, 

natural beauty & lifestyle industry.  

 

 

WHO WE ARE. WHAT WE DO.  
 

MIA BELL BRANDS is a leading, national wholesale sales representation and business development 

firm for brilliant natural beauty and eco lifestyle brands. We are passionate about bringing conscious 

brands to more retail shelves nationwide and helping them THRIVE in the marketplace.  

MIA BELL is more than just a job, it’s a stepping stone in your career. We pride ourselves on creating a 

fulfilling, fast-moving environment where every team member plays an important role in the company’s 

growth. 

We have a small-company feel, but we’re growing rapidly and doing some really cool things. MIA BELL 

BRANDS reaches stores in major cities across the country, actively increases the growth and visibility of 

brilliant natural beauty & eco lifestyle brands, successfully mentors budding entrepreneurs in the 

conscious living industry, has a fast-growing team and company, and services high-profile wholesale 

partners such as Whole Foods, Urban Outfitters, Neiman Marcus and more…  

 

Company Values. Our values are the foundation of our business. By being a part of our team you 

recognize and share our core values: 

  

Our community. We will build a community of Represented Brands, sales representatives and retail 

partners committed to each other’s success by developing strong relationships. 

  

Exceptional service. We, our Represented Brands and sales representatives will provide exceptional 

service to each other and to our retail partners. This includes being genuine, accountable and ethical. 
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Financial sustainability. We will create a business that is profitable for our Represented Brands, sales 

representatives, retail partners and Company through successful and ever expanding partnerships. 

  

Worthiness: We, our Represented Brands and sales representatives will foster a knowing that we are all 

deserving of success, fulfillment and purpose through our work.  

 

 

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 

You CAN make a difference. We believe that people make a company great, and we’re on a mission to 

build a rock star team of smart, resilient, open-minded individuals who love working together.  A career 

at MIA BELL BRANDS is a great fit for an entrepreneurial person who loves to jump in, move fast and 

work hard; it’s a place to truly shine BRIGHT.  

A Day in the Life… 

As a Field Account Executive, you’ll play a key role in expanding the presence of our represented brands 

through new retail partners. From luxury boutiques to spas, mass/specialty stores to natural grocery 

chains; our diverse brand portfolio allows us to work with a wide range of retailers and keeps our 

environment fun and dynamic. As a Field Account Executive, you’ll partner with our internal sales team 

and CEO to identify and pursue new potential retailers and actively support these retail partners in your 

territory with ongoing account maintenance. This is a great opportunity to launch a career in sales with a 

leading, high-growth company in the healthy beauty & lifestyle industry. 

As Part of your Day, you will… 

Respond to and pursue forwarded sales inquiries within your assigned territory. You’ll also be expected 

to effectively manage your time to consistently identify, reach out to, open and nurture new retail 

accounts in your assigned territory.  We have exciting opportunities coming in from all over the U.S and 

you’ll be the first point of contact for retailers located in your territory. You’ll introduce them to our 

company, our thoughtful approach to business and our cache of represented brands, provide accurate 

product recommendations and support, write orders, and manage ongoing account details. 

Yes, this is a sales role. You will actively introduce new products to retail buyers and their stores through 

in person meetings, making mindful calls and email communication. With every interaction (at every 

touch) we strive to build strong and genuine relationships with our retail partners. Our retailers are our 

lifeblood and we treat them like gold. You’ll help us create meaningful, lasting relationships with our 

retailers by providing amazing service, anticipating their needs, and surprising them with creative 

solutions. 

Become a Conscious Movement Connoisseur. Our retailers and their customers will look to you as the 

expert in high performance natural beauty & eco lifestyle. You’ll develop strong knowledge of our 
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brilliant roster of Represented Brands so that you can provide expert recommendations. This involves 

getting firsthand experience of our brands and their products. It also involves continuous learning and 

training from your MIA BELL team members, MIA BELL’s CEO and brand founders themselves. 

Every business relationship isn’t perfect so we will look to you to anticipate client needs and overcome 

obstacles. We are looking for someone who can think on their toes to investigate problems and come up 

with time-sensitive solutions. You’ll be the eyes and ears of some of the most exciting brands in the 

industry, so we always welcome feedback and recommendations that improve on the offerings and 

position in the competitive marketplace of MIA BELL BRANDS and Represented Brands. 

Be in the know. We look to our sales team to be on the pulse of what’s new, exciting and desired in the 

healthy beauty & lifestyle market. You’ll monitor the landscape for new wholesale and corporate 

opportunities as well as think outside the box on how we can expand our relationships with existing 

retailers in your assigned territory. At MIA BELL BRANDS, we love fresh ideas and we will look to 

YOU, the person who is most in touch with our retailers and their customers, to deliver those ideas. 

Spread the word about our brilliant roster of Represented Brands. We maintain a tightly curated roster of 

brands. It’s highly selective. This is because we partner with brands that we LOVE and can truly stand 

behind. They are the next BIG thing, the new innovators and frankly, the best performers in their 

category. And their founders are working hard, therefore so shall we. Through our help, these brilliant 

brands gain more visibility in stores to be purchased and taken home by consumers who want BETTER, 

NON-TOXIC options. Planet, People, Profit - we are changing the way an industry does business. 

Be a part of a rockstar team. We pride ourselves on hiring great people who work well together. You’ll be 

in frequent communication with everyone on our team. Everyone works together to share learnings, 

celebrate successes, troubleshoot problems and drive the company to become a little better every day. It’s 

our desire to bring healthier options to market that bring joy and performance….YOU will be an essential 

part of that. Ready to make a difference? 
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GETTING STARTED 

Account Executives become active once MIA BELL BRANDS receives their signed Agreement and 

completed 1099 form. Account Executive is then scheduled to begin their MIA BELL BFF (Best Foot 

Forward) Sales Training period with company CEO. Once the Account Executive completes their BFF 

Sales Training, they are given company clearance and are issued their full field kit and materials. 

Immediately after the arrival of Account Executive’s field kit and materials, Account Executive will 

conduct an in person Field Day Training with company CEO in their assigned city (territory).  

Account Executive Clearance 

All Field Account Executives will be given access to a company email { firstname@mia-bell.com} to 

manage all correspondence on behalf of the company. Account Executives will also be issued a MIA 

BELL BRANDS standard field kit which includes: (A) MIA BELL BRANDS black carry duffle for 

transporting active brand samples (carstock) (B) printed catalogs and other presentation materials from 

our Represented Brands (C) company postcards and book of stamps (D)  their first shipment of active 

brand samples (carstock) to carry out their field responsibilities. Along with their  standard field kit, 

Account Executives will receive a printed copy of the Account Executive Operations Manual to reference 

for company policies and operating procedures. Inside the Account Executive Operations Manual will 

also be printed copies of all BFF Sales Training worksheets and reference materials. And lastly, Account 

Executives will be given their own login to access company’s HUBSPOT CRM portal and google drive 

resource folders.  

Account Executive Field Kit and Materials 

MIA BELL Brand Coordinator will confirm Account Executive’s physical shipping address to send all 

issued materials, field kit and active product samples. Account Executive will be provided tracking 

information for shipment and must notify MIA BELL Brand Coordinator when their shipment has 

arrived. Account Executive must immediately let Brand Coordinator know of any damaged materials 

upon arrival.  

Independent Contractor Responsibility 

As 1099 independent contractors, Account Executives must have their own reliable mode of 

transportation, working computer and active phone line to function in this role. It is the Account 

Executive’s responsibility to become familiar and comply with the Independent Contractor laws of their 

state of residence including tax requirements, banking, record keeping and expenditure tracking. We 

suggest that Independent Contractor sets up systems and record keeping such as: 

● Designated Bank Account For Business Transactions & Deposits 

mailto:firstname@mia-bell.com
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● Designated Business Bank Account Debit for Business Related Transactions 

● Mileage Tracking 

● Taxes on Earnings and Deductions 

● Business Expenditure Recording and Filing 

And more…. 

Refer to your state laws and requirements in regards to operating as an Independent Contractor to ensure 

that you are in compliance. MIA BELL BRANDS does not manage this for the Independent Contractor. 

 

SCHEDULE ORIENTATION AND TRAINING 

All Account Executives must go through Orientation and BFF (Best Foot Forward) Sales Method 

Training with company CEO before being cleared for any field activity. The BFF Sales Method is 

specialized, innovative and forward thinking way of selling developed by MIA BELL BRANDS Founder, 

MIA BELL.. This is a coveted training in our field, which MIA BELL is known for, and is valued at an 

investment of over $2000. We strive to have the best trained pros in the realm of business. The BFF 

Method is what makes MIA BELL Account Executives and team members stand out, earn customer 

loyalty and gain the deepest respect in all aspects of business. Orientation and BFF Sales Training is a 7 

hour commitment. Orientation and BFF Training sessions will be conducted over private Zoom video 

conference. Sessions will be recorded so the Account Executive can refer to individual modules as 

needed. Printed training materials for all covered modules will be provided inside the Account Executive 

Operations Manual however the Account Executive will also receive these training materials in digital 

files as well. CEO and Account Executive will coordinate best dates to have training sessions. 

Account Executive will also ensure that they’ve watched all active Represented Brand product training 

videos and completed their Brand Comprehension tests. In addition, Account Executive will complete a 

comprehension test on the material covered in this very manual.  

After completion of BFF Sales Training, MIA BELL Brand Coordinator will coordinate a set date in 

which Account Executive will conduct an in person Field Day with company CEO in their assigned 

territory. This Field Day will allow Account Executive to shadow CEO, put BFF Sales Method principles 

into practice, gain confidence in executing their duties, get hands experience and visit potential retailers 

with CEO.  
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ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE ACTIVE REPORTING TO CEO 

Each Monday by 5pm PST, Account Executives are to submit their completed FIELD REPORT to MIA 

BELL CEO. Account Executives are expected to attend the weekly all Account Executive Team Meeting 

every Tuesday morning at 9am PST conducted over private Zoom video conference. Important items 

including sales progress, report of how retail lead visits went that week, state of individual Account 

Executive markets, health of current accounts, new opportunities, important brand announcements, 

troubleshooting, approaching deadlines and other relevant matters are discussed at this time. While 

Account Executives will be in regular communication with the company Brand Coordinator and CEO, 

having a set monthly strategy call helps the team stay on track with goals and initiatives.  

Field Report and Research 

The FIELD REPORT that Account Executives will submit each Monday by 5pm PST is an excel 

document containing 3 worksheets: (1) Retailer Research Sheet (2) Carstock Count (3) Monthly 

Summary. The Retailer Research Sheet is intended to assist Account Executives in qualifying potential 

retailers and determining the best Represented Brands (s) to approach them before making in person 

contact. The BFF Sales Method Training will cover how this research is to be conducted as well as how 

to approach retail leads. Carstock Count worksheet will let the Account Executive and company CEO 

know when Account Executive is due for sample replenishment and how efficiently samples are being 

used. And finally the monthly summary is to be completed each month to give an overall account of 

brand successes and obstacles in the field.  

Carstock (Samples) Replenishment 

Prior to each weekly AE Team call, the CEO will review your submitted FIELD REPORT and Carstock 

Count worksheet. At that meeting, CEO will confirm what materials and samples you needed replenished 

and will have them promptly shipped to you.  

Out of Office or Vacation Notices 

Should an Account Executive foresee an upcoming out of office or personal vacation period, please 

preemptively notify MIA BELL’S CEO of those specific dates.  During this period of absence, Account 

Executive must activate an Out Of Office auto email response directing inquiries during that period to 

MIA BELL Brand Coordinator to help us ensure that sales inquiries, support requests and order 

fulfillment continues as scheduled. Out of office or personal vacation periods for MIA BELL CEO and 

other key company personnel will also be shared ahead of time with the entire Account Executive Team. 

An alternate contact will be appointed until their return.  

Extended Leave 
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Should Account Executive require an extended leave due to illness, health or maternity/paternity, please 

promptly notify MIA BELL CEO so that the necessary territory coverage arrangements are made during 

your absence. You’ll also determine a date of return with MIA BELL CEO. An absence of 14+ days 

without previous notice to MIA BELL CEO is grounds for the company placing the Account Executive in 

a probation period and/or immediate termination. We simply ask that you keep us in the loop of what’s 

going on. We will always do the same.   

Changes of Contact Information 

Account Executive is responsible for ensuring that MIA BELL CEO and Brand Coordinator receive 

immediate notice of ANY change of contact information including new phone number and new mailing 

address. Account Executive Team will also receive immediate notice of any MIA BELL personnel 

contact information changes (CEO, Brand Coordinator, etc). We must ensure that our retailers and team 

can connect with each other at all times.  

 

IN THE FIELD 

As a result of the Account Executive’s work being very active through in person, phone and email 

interactions, the Account Executive is expected to stimulate and manage consistent communication with 

your potential retail leads, accounts you work with and MIA BELL Headquarters. Here is a brief example 

of the types of topics that you’ll be corresponding about: 

● Weekly Field Report Submission 

● Weekly retailer visits and communication 

●  Writing and submitting opening wholesale orders and reorders 

●  Retailer Sample Requests 

● Order status & tracking info 

● Product RTV’s (Returns/Replacements) 

●  Rep carstock replenishment & shipment 

● Ø  Trainings + materials 

● Ø  Special event scheduling 

● Ø  Invoice requests and billing 
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● Ø  OOS (Out of Stock)/ Back Order notices 

● Ø  Promotions + sell through support approval 

● Ø  Retailer special requests 

● Ø  AE or retailer questions 

● Ø  Retail Account setup….and more 

 

Account Executive Team Contacts at MIA BELL HEADQUARTERS 

Mia Bell, CEO (mia@mia-bell.com ) 

541.399.2402 

Supervisor of AE Team. Weekly field reports and AE team meetings,, event proposals and approval, 

promotion proposals and approval, performance reviews, territory conditions, sales training, carstock 

(sample) replenishment.  

Vanessa Deets, Brand Coordinator  (brands@mia-bell.com ) 

503.753.3485 

Submitting retailer opening orders, reorders, return requests, damage notices, tracking info inquiries, 

order status inquiries, brand marketing assets (logos, images), commission statements, copies of pack 

slips and invoices, carstock tracking and receipt.  

Notice of Back Orders, OOS (Out of Stock), Fulfillment Delays and Partial Shipments. 

It’s not just our Represented Brands and their products that will impress retailers- it’s how you conduct 

business as an Account Executive. Part of what cements retailer loyalty in wholesale is the simple act of 

letting people know what’s going on. Accurate and timely communication is vital. Our Represented 

Brands know it’s crucial to give us same day notice as inventory levels drop, back orders happen or if 

there are foreseeable delays with completing retailer orders. They also know to give a solid timeline of 

when issues will be resolved. The MIA BELL Brand Coordinator will immediately notify Account 

Executives who have affected retailers so the Account Executive can relay the details of the situation and 

manage that communication. Retailers tend to tie expected order arrival dates with promotions, launch 

initiatives or marketing/ad campaigns. Therefore notices of any delays are very important. Account 

Executives will also be notified to communicate any delays to their retailers awaiting distribution centers. 

There are many moving parts that require our open and timely communication.  

 

mailto:mia@mia-bell.com
mailto:brands@mia-bell.com
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Forward USPS/Fedex/UPS tracking information for all POs & retailer sample requests.  

It’s common for Corporate and independent retail buyers to ask for order status updates and tracking 

numbers for their Purchase Orders (POs). Our Represented Brands actively strive to fulfill an order within 

7-10 business days. Once a retailer’s order has shipped, the Brand Coordinator will the provide the 

Account Executive tracking info for all their retailer’s POs to forward on to their Buyer.  Help yourself 

stand out by doing what others fail to do: tell them when their order is getting there!  

Incomplete Payment/Past Due Invoices 

The Brand Coordinator will notify the Account Executive of any retailer orders being held due to 

incomplete or declined credit card information. It is the responsibility of the Account Executive to get in 

contact with the Buyer and reconfirm valid credit card and billing information to promptly continue 

processing of that order and avoid any further delays. Account Executive will also be notified when one 

of their retailers has an outstanding past due invoice. We will look to the Account Executive to assist with 

getting that settled with their buyer or retailer accounting dept.  

Submitting Returns/Damaged Notices 

Account Executives will be trained on each Represented Brand’s returns & damages policies. Our 

Represented Brands either issue replacements for the damaged on arrival items and store returns or issue 

credit to the retailer. In the case a retailer claims they have damaged or returned items (and you are unsure 

of the Brand’s policy) immediately notify the MIA BELL Brand Coordinator and she/he will let you 

know that specific Brand’s protocol.  

Professional Manner and Presentation 

In order to be the best received by your potential retail clients it is suggested to present yourself in a 

tasteful professional manner.  

As a representative of MIA BELL, our represented brands and your own self, we ask that you conduct 

yourself in a professional, kind and gracious manner in all interactions with customers, brands and MIA 

BELL team members. When in the field, calling on new potential retailers and servicing current retailers 

(visits) we also recommend a professional manner of dress in order to portray the best possible version of 

yourself, the company and our brands.  
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HOW TO SUBMIT AN ORDER 

Order Processing and Fulfillment 

Another vital component of building successful & profitable relationships with retail partners is being 

able to process and fulfill orders with timeliness and accuracy. The Account Executive is key to ensuring 

that retail orders are written with accuracy and with all necessary information for prompt processing. 

Doing so will place you head and shoulders above other representatives that work with your retailers. 

This will also build the retailer’s loyalty, trust and confidence in you. Together, let’s show your retail 

partners that they made a winning decision by investing in your relationship, our Represented Brands and 

MIA BELL BRANDS!   

Order Submission Protocol & Procedure 

The ideal order intake process should flow with minimal back & forth questioning between the Account 

Executive and the retailer. Until the Account Executive becomes confident and familiar with the 

necessary information needed from the retailer to accurately submit an order:, brand products, sizes, 

prices, shipping policies, minimum opening order requirements, reorder requirements, lead times, billing 

details, etc it’s highly recommended that the Account Executive writes orders using our Represented 

Brands standard order forms. Once all necessary order information is captured and confirmed, the 

Account Executive is ready to submit the order to the Brand Coordinator by email in the format shown 

below: 

EMAIL SUBJECT: Brand Name_Opening Order_Retailer Name_Date 

 

Hi Brand Coordinator,  

 

Sally over at ABC Beauty is ready to place her opening order! Please see the attached order form! (OR if 

order form is not applicable, list out the order below) 

 

1 package of XYZ 

1 package of ABC 

1 staff sample of XYC 

 

Ship to: ABC Beauty 

Attn: Sally 

1111 E. Street  

Portland, OR 97201 

 

Thank you!  

MB REP  
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Here’s is the standard flow of how an order is received, processed and shipped : 

Retail order is submitted to or is written  in person by the Account Executive---> Account Executive 

submits order in correct format to MIA BELL Brand Coordinator---> Brand Coordinator keys retailer 

order into Brand’s ordering portal---> Brand bills the retailer’s CC# kept on file at Brand HQ or issues 

NET Terms (if approved) ---> Brand packs order ---> Brand ships order---> Brand provides MIA BELL 

Brand Coordinator Tracking info for order---> MIA BELL Brand Coordinator forwards tracking details 

to Account Executive ---> Account Executive shares this tracking information with their retailer.  

Credit Card & NET TERMS 

Account Executive must collect a valid credit card for each new opening order and reorder. There is an 

exception to this, however, It is standard for corporate, larger retailers to ask for NET TERMS. Net 

Terms is the ability to pay for the order a certain number of days from when the date the order was 

placed. NET 30 is most common. Meaning the retailer will pay for the order 30 days from when the order 

was placed. THE ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE DOES NOT GRANT THIS EXCEPTION. Net 30 Terms 

must first be approved by the Represented Brand. If a retailer asks for Net 30, please notify MIA BELL 

CEO. Some, independent retailers may also ask for Net Terms. At that point, the Represented Brand can 

ask to receive any necessary credentials (ex: Retailer’s credit sheet) and decide whether to approve NET 

TERMS or not. 

Retailer Credit Cards & Billing Details On File 

As an intermediary, MIA BELL BRANDS HQ and its Account Executives DO NOT keep retailer credit 

card numbers or confidential billing information on file. This information will be kept securely by our 

Represented Brands and on hand so they can promptly charge recurring retailer orders. 

Printed Pack Slips & Copies of Invoices 

All retailer orders include an official printed itemized packing slip (aka Pack Slip). Retailers use this 

important piece of paper to ensure that their order is complete upon receipt. They check that prices match 

their records. This paper also allows shop employees to quickly price and put product on the shelf. 

Printed pack slips are also critical for retailer orders being received by distribution centers. Without that 

pack slip, it makes it difficult (and quite troublesome) for your retail buying contact to track down that 

shipment at a distribution center- which can house hundreds of thousands of other products! In addition, 

it’s quite common for a retailer to request a digital copy of their order invoice. If a retailer requests a copy 

of their invoice, reach out to the Brand Coordinator and she/he will be able to provide that to you.  

Order Fulfillment & Shipment Turnaround 

Retailers of all sizes expect prompt fulfillment of their orders. This is why all of our Represented Brands 

strive to ship  and deliver an order within 7-10 business days. This is an industry standard. Of course, 
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delays may happen from time to time due to backorders, out of stock inventory, packaging changes etc. In 

the case of delays, the MIA BELL Brand Coordinator will notify the Account Executive. Account 

Executive is responsible for communicating this to the affected retailer and continue to keep them in the 

loop.  

Represented Brand Marketing Assets for Retail Accounts 

It’s common for retail accounts to ask for images, product descriptions, ingredient lists etc of the MB 

Represented Brand(s) that they are carrying. At any point a retail account requests these items, the 

Account Executive can find these assets within the Brand’s Asset File in the MB Team’s Google Drive 

and share them with your retailer. You can also find product information on the Represented Brand’s 

Website, product catalog, order form and the individual Brand’s Cheat Sheet found in your AE Issued 

Binder. Account Executives gain immediate access to all these Google Drive folders once they are given 

Field Clearance after sales training is completed.  

Forwarded Wholesale Inquiries To Account Executive 

It is statistically proven that inquiries that are responded to within 24 hours or less are more likely to 

convert into a relationship & paying customer. Account Executives will be forwarded retailer leads, as 

they arise, to pursue within their assigned territory. Please help us uphold a high level of customer service 

by communicating with those retail leads in your territory within 12 hours of receipt. You will be notified 

whether this lead is cold (no previous activity) or hot (lead has expressed interest) in order to proceed 

accordingly.  

 

MIA BELL HQ Hours of Operation 

We are absolutely crazy in love with our work. However, as much as we work hard we also like to enjoy 

the heck out of our families. Please note MIA BELL HQ’s hours of operation: 

Monday- Friday : 8am to 4pm Pacific. Closed on major holidays. 

Should there be an immediate and urgent matter with a retailer that requires assistance outside of our 

hours of operation please contact the MIA BELL Brand Coordinator. Please also ensure to consult your 

FIELD ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE OPERATIONS MANUAL or Team Google Drive Folders to see if 

you can find a solution within these resources as well. Otherwise all other matters will be promptly 

addressed the next business day. 
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CONTINUING EDUCATION 

It’s important for all MIA BELL Account Executives to stay well informed and on the pulse of the 

industry. Account Executives will be trained on new Represented Brands joining our roster. Current 

Represented Brands will also continue to train AEs on new product line introductions and initiatives. 

MIA BELL is also a leading resource for business and sales education in the natural beauty & eco 

lifestyle industry; Account Executives will have access to new MIA BELL trainings, Master Classes, 

resource guides, ebooks, ecourses at NO COST. We believe that a knowledgeable team is a strong team.  

Review Periods 

Account Executives will have scheduled progress and review meetings with MIA BELL CEO to ensure 

that benchmarks are being reached and the Account Executive is being supported in their role. Account 

Executive can expect to have a 30 Day, 60 Day, 90 Day, 6 month and 1 year review. 

COMPENSATION 

On the 1st of the month, Account Executive will receive their official Commissions Report from MIA 

BELL HQ. This official Commission Report is a summary of commissions due on all retailer orders AE 

wrote in the previous month that our Represented Brands fulfilled. For example: on May 1st, Account 

Executive will receive a report of all commissions earned on April fulfilled orders. Commission Checks 

are promptly mailed out to Account Executives on the 1st of the month for the previous month’s fulfilled 

orders.  

Account Executives receive commission on sales. Refer to the Account Executive representation 

agreement to view commission compensation percentages.  

Approved Event Pay 

It can be common for retailers to request in-store support for our Represented Brands {i.e. product demos, 

anniversary sales, shopping events}. All event requests in the Account Executive’s territory MUST be 

approved by the Represented Brand. Please forward full event details to MIA BELL CEO. If the retailer 

event is approved, the Account Executive will be scheduled to man the event. Event pay for staffing 

approved events is $15/hr.  

 

Contract Suspension or Termination 

The contract term between Independent Contractor (Account Executive) and MIA BELL BRANDS is for 

1 year. Prior to this date, Independent Contractor and CEO will discuss performance and potential 

contract renewal. Contract term will be for 1 year unless either party decides to terminate the working 
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relationship by (A) giving 30 days written notice, without cause, to the other party; (B) after six (6) 

months from start date in the event that, after performance review,or (C) upon the 1 year term date, after 

performance review.  Independent Contractor has not reached performance benchmarks;  Upon 

termination, the Account Executive is entitled to commissions due on all retail orders solicited prior to the 

effective date of termination, regardless of when our Represented Brands accepts, invoices or ships such 

orders. Should Independent Contractor decide to terminate their contract prior to completing 6 months in 

this role, Independent Contractor is financially responsible for reimbursing MIA BELL BRANDS the 

sum of $750.00 for all sales training costs & materials incurred. No termination is effective unless the 

terminating party is current in its financial obligation to the other. Should Independent Contractor decide 

to terminate their contract prior to completing 6 months 

Transition. In the event of termination, the Account Executive will work within the allotted 30 day 

period to open the retail doors they’ve been working on. In addition, the Account Executive will take this 

period to make formal introductions between active leads, prospects and current retail account buying 

contacts and MIA BELL BRANDS CEO. This is to help those Buyers know who will be able to assist 

them and service their account once the Account Executive transitions out of their role. Account 

Executive will also make formal introductions between ACTIVE PROSPECTS and MIA BELL CEO to 

ensure they are aware of their new ordering & support contact. Independent Contractor will cease to 

represent themselves as a representative of the company and our brands. By the effective date of 

termination, MIA BELL BRANDS will terminate Independent Contractor’s access to company assets 

including company email, HUBSPOT CRM platform login and resource folders.  

Return of materials. Upon termination, Independent Contractor is required to return any confidential or 

proprietary information and materials to MIA BELL BRANDS in order to receive final commission 

check. During the set transition period, MIA BELL Brand Coordinator will work with Independent 

Contractor to coordinate the FULL return of their field kit including company issued duffle bag, any 

remaining and unused carstock (product samples), and printed sales & marketing materials in possession 

of Independent Contractor. Independent Contractor will provide MIA BELL’s Brand Coordinator a 

detailed count of all that will be returned. MIA BELL Brand Coordinator will then issue a FEDEX 

prepaid return ship label to the Independent Contractor so they can securely ship all items back to MIA 

BELL HQ. MIA BELL’s Brand Coordinator will work closely with Independent Contractor to ensure this 

is completed. Failure to return materials will be grounds for legal action and withholding of final 

commissions check.  

Handbook Comprehension Test 

Congratulations! You’ve read through your FIELD ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE OPERATIONS 

MANUAL. Please visit your Account Executive Hub at www.mia-bell.com/hub and access your Manual 

Comprehension Test. Click on the link shown, download the test and once completed, return the 

completed test MIA BELL’S CEO.  

http://www.mia-bell.com/hub

